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SRT is Back

Lots of us will think “what does he mean, SRT is back?”.   Well SRT is a name used by 
Dodge these days and the SRT Motorsports team that campaign two Dodge Vipers in 
the ALMS. But a true Corvette racing lover will know the SRT name as the legendary 
name of Selleslagh Racing Team. This Belgian team was the first team that bought a 
customer C5R chassis from Pratt & Miller. C5R-007 was introduced back in 2003 in the 
Belcar series, ELMS and later on in the FIA-GT1. Later on SRT bought a second C5R 
chassis to race two chassis in the various series around Europe. SRT moved on to the 
C6R GT1 Corvette as other teams like Phoenix Racing and PkCarsport bought C6R 
chassis from Pratt & Miller. Between 2003 and 2011 SRT made history with two first 
place wins in the 24 hours of Zolder and in the FIA-GT1. SRT stayed loyal to Corvette 
and Pratt & Miller. The last GT1 win was back in 2011 when SRT finished first place in 
the last FIA-GT1 in Argentina. With the demise of FIA-GT1, SRT closed down as an 
active racing team and moved on as a maintenance facility for ex GT1 Corvettes. The 
golden ages of FIA-GT1 came to an end.

We saw Patrick Selleslagh back in the Supercar Challenge.  His SRT logo was back 
on two Mad and Daring C6R GT1 Corvettes. Patrick maintained the Corvettes for this 
racing team. SRT had the know-how for these Corvettes and knows the cars inside out. 
Mad and Daring finished with an overall victory in 2012 in the Supercar Challenge. Later 
on SRT rebuilt the ex GT1 Corvettes to GT2 spec cars for the GT Open series with V8 
Racing. The Corvettes were very successful in 2013 and the title for the season was 
earned. Still Patrick and Niels wanted the old team back.

New plans

Patrick and Niels searched for all the possibilities and contacted Pratt & Miller for the 
possible sale of an ex C6R GT2 chassis from Corvette Racing. Pratt & Miller had a 
chassis for sale, namely C6.RGT-002. This chassis was the Corvette that Oliver Gavin, 
Tommy Milner and Richard Westbrook raced in 2013 during the 24 hours of Le Mans. 
Patrick and Niels bought the C6R GT2 without the standard LS 5.5 litre engine. Patrick Selleslagh

As the Corvette arrived at the SRT workshop, the team investigated 
the possible rebuild of the Corvette with a LS 7 litre V8 engine. This 
was possible and the rebuild was done and ABS was also added on 
the Corvette. This rebuild was received by Pratt & Miller with con-
gratulations. This is a one off special configuration that Pratt & Miller 
never did due to the rules in the ALMS. With the future set for SRT 
with this special C6R Corvette, Patrick and Niels planned the next 
steps: racing the Corvette.

During my interview with Niels and Patrick, they both mentioned me 
that they like to keep the team as small and professional as possible 
like in the old days. They liked to keep the special band with Pratt & 
Miller as in the past. Niels likes Corvettes very much and knows the 
Corvettes well as he served as one of the technical staff on the team. 
He can also count on the assistance from his father Patrick, but the 
daily running is now is new hands. Niels will have a great future!
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First racing weekend!

The SRT Corvette came into action during the test day before the first race weekend at 
Zolder, Belgium. During these test days a lot was adjusted and reworked. Maxime Sou-
let set very strong track times on the chrono and showed the public that this Corvette 
was ready for more!

The Corvette came into action during the New Race Festival (April 26-27, 2014) in 
the Belgian Racing Car Championship. With Maxime Soulet, Max Van Splunteren and 
Maarten Makelberge at the wheel, SRT had a strong driving force. During the qualifying 
rounds, the first quick track laps were set and the pole position was earned. SRT started 
well on race day. Max van Splunteren could keep the pace and even saved the car from 
a possible hit with the tire wall. He skipped the gravel and put the Corvette back on the 
track. SRT lost the lead during the necessary pit stops. But could stay in podium reach.

Battle also commenced with Anthony Kumpen’s Audi R8 LMS, an ex-Corvette racer 
who fought for second place with the SRT Corvette. The action kept on coming, but the 
Corvette stayed in front of the Audi from PkCarsport.. Later on both cars came in again 
for a pit stop. SRT lost all chances on the podium during a pace car session after that 
the Lamborghini of Pieter Dubois (Syntix) crashed on the track. The SRT Corvette was 
stuck behind a red light at the end of the pit lane. It was a great race and SRT showed 
everyone that the are back!

Jonny Bens


